
Useful guide for groups 
Prepare an unforgettable day

FORESTAL PARK TENERIFE

PREPARE THE

NECESSARY

EQUIPMENT

Send the list of

recommendations that we

provide you with to all the

members of the group so that

they come correctly equipped

and enjoy themselves 100%.

LIST OF ADVENTURERS

Create a list of participants with

their name and surname, age

and contact telephone number

of the legal guardians. Send it

to the Forestal Park Tenerife

Reservations Department

before coming to the park.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE

There is no catering service in the

park, so you are welcome to bring

food and drink (alcoholic beverages

are not allowed). You can also book a

delicious menu with our catering

service (please contact us). In both

cases you can book a table for a quiet

meal.

ACCESSIBLE

ACTIVITIES?
SUPERVISORY RATIOS

1 adult for every 3 children

between 5 and 7 years of age.

1 adult for every 5 children

between 8 and 9 years of age.

1 adult for every 10 children

between 10 and 12 years of

age.

1 adult for every 12 children

from 13 years of age.

Forestal Park Tenerife monitors

the participants from the ground.

Therefore, adult supervisors must

comply with the following ratios

and accompany the children at

height:

SAFETY FIRST

The high altitude circuits are
currently not adapted for people

with reduced mobility in
wheelchairs. On the other hand,

depending on the mental or
physical disability of the

participants, they will require
specific support. 

Please let us know if you need

any kind of support at the time of

booking so that we can manage

your visit to the park correctly.

Both in the activities on land and

in the high altitude circuits, the

monitors of Forestal Park

Tenerife will always watch over

the safety of the participants,

intervening in those cases where

it is necessary.

In the high ropes, visitors are

always connected thanks to the

safety system called "continuous

safety line".

www.forestalparktenerife.es(+34) 630 385 742

https://www.facebook.com/ForestalParkTenerife/?locale=es_ES
https://www.instagram.com/forestalpark_tf/
https://www.tiktok.com/@forestalpark_tf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTwzQfk0dzCIfwDKfbW8Dsw
http://www.forestalparktenerife.es/

